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Abstract

A flight controller system includes an electronic speed control throttle input from which an anticipated
electrical power demand is determined. The flight controller system includes a controller that determines a
throttle input for a generator in order to satisfy the anticipated electrical power demand. The flight controller
system includes an electronic speed control throttle output providing a delayed electronic speed control
throttle signal.
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This application claims priority to U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 62/137,915 entitled FLIGHT
CONTROLLER FOR A SERIES-HYBRID MULTIROTOR AIRCRAFT filed Mar. 25, 2015 which is
incorporated herein by reference for all purposes.

Claims

What is claimed is: 

1. A flight controller system, comprising: an electronic speed control throttle input from which an anticipated
electrical power demand required to satisfy the electronic speed control throttle input is determined; a
controller that determines a throttle input for a generator in order to satisfy the anticipated electrical power
demand and sets the generator to the determined throttle input, wherein the generator includes an engine: and
an electronic speed control throttle output providing a modified electronic speed control throttle signal that is
at least in part delayed in an associated requested power change, wherein the delay in the associated
requested power change corresponds to a power output delay of the generator in response to the setting of the
generator to the determined throttle input, and the modified electronic speed control throttle signal is provided
to control an electrical motor of an aircraft, and wherein the delay in the associated requested power change
of the modified electronic speed control throttle signal prevents the electronic speed control throttle input
from causing a power demand to exceed a level associated with an available amount of power. 

2. The system of claim 1, wherein the flight controller system is included in a multirotor aircraft. 

3. The system of claim 1, wherein the throttle input for the generator is an engine throttle input. 

4. The system of claim 1, wherein the modified electronic speed control throttle signal is delayed with respect
to the setting of the generator to the determined throttle input. 

5. The system of claim 1, wherein a rate of change of an electronic speed control throttle signal setting in the
modified electronic speed control throttle signal has been altered to be limited by a maximum rate of change. 

6. The system of claim 1, wherein the electronic speed control throttle input was determined based at least in
part on a pilot control command indicating a desired flight control. 

7. The system of claim 1, wherein the anticipated electrical power demand was determined based at least in
part using a power prediction model for the aircraft that takes into account detected states of the aircraft. 

8. The system of claim 1, wherein the throttle input was determined based at least in part on current engine
RPM and one or more fuel system measurements of the engine of the generator. 

9. The system of claim 1, wherein the throttle input is limited by a maximum limit that is less than a
maximum throttle of the generator. 

10. The system of claim 1, wherein the throttle input has been determined to be greater than a minimum
throttle input required to satisfy the anticipated electrical power demand. 

11. The system of claim 1, wherein a motor of the modified electronic speed control throttle signal is powered
without a use of a battery. 

12. The system of claim 1, further comprising a backup battery configured to be utilized in the event the
generator becomes not functional. 

13. The system of claim 1, wherein engine RPM of the engine of the generator is increased and the throttle
input for the generator is decreased while maintaining a substantially constant generator power output. 

14. The system of claim 1, wherein the throttle input for the generator is adjusted based on detected electrical
output feedback. 
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15. The system of claim 1, wherein the modified electronic speed control throttle signal was generated in
response to a determination that the anticipated electrical power demand is greater than a current electrical
power demand by at least a threshold amount. 

16. The system of claim 1, wherein the modified electronic speed control throttle signal was delayed in
response to a determination that a battery is not fully functional. 

17. The system of claim 1, wherein in response to a determination that additional power is not available, an
altitude control power budget is reduced and an attitude control power budget is increased within a constant
total power budget of power provided by the generator. 

18. A method, comprising: determining using an electronic speed control throttle input, an anticipated
electrical power demand required to satisfy the electronic speed control throttle input: determining using a
flight controller a throttle input for a generator in order to satisfy the anticipated electrical power demand;
setting the generator to the determined throttle input, wherein the generator includes an engine: and providing
via the flight controller a modified electronic speed control throttle signal that is at least in part delayed in an
associated requested power change, wherein the delay in the associated requested power change corresponds
to a power output delay of the generator in response to the setting of the generator to the determined throttle
input, and the modified electronic speed control throttle signal is provided to control an electrical motor of an
aircraft, and wherein the delay in the associated requested power change of the modified electronic speed
control throttle signal prevents the electronic speed control throttle input from causing a power demand to
exceed a level associated with an available amount of power. 

19. A flight controller system, comprising: an electronic speed control throttle input from which an
anticipated electrical power demand required to satisfy the electronic speed control throttle input is
determined; a controller that determines a throttle input for a generator in order to satisfy the anticipated
electrical power demand and sets the generator to the determined throttle input, wherein the generator
includes an engine; and an electronic speed control throttle output providing a modified electronic speed
control throttle signal that is at least in part delayed in an associated requested power change, wherein the
delay in the associated requested power change corresponds to a power output delay of the generator in
response to the setting of the generator to the determined throttle input, a rate of change of an electronic
speed control throttle signal setting in the modified electronic speed control throttle signal has been limited by
a maximum rate of change, and the modified electronic speed control throttle signal is provided to control an
electrical motor of an aircraft, and wherein the delay in the associated requested power change of the
modified electronic speed control throttle signal prevents the electronic speed control throttle input from
causing a power demand to exceed a level associated with an available amount of power.

Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Typically drone aircraft have been powered using power provided by an onboard battery. However, due to the
limitation in the amount of energy able to be stored in a battery of a size and weight suitable for the drone
aircraft, flight times of drone aircraft have been severely limited. In order to increase flight time, a gasoline
engine may be utilized to take advantage of the higher energy density of gasoline. However, as compared to
battery power, gasoline engines require an externally controlled throttle to provide power and cannot provide
power as instantaneously. There is a lag between when engine throttle is increased and when full power
corresponding to the increase engine throttle is delivered. To meet instantaneous power demand, a battery
may be used in conjunction with the gasoline engine to allow the battery to bridge the gap in power during
the throttle lag. However, there may be instances when battery power is unavailable or undesirable. For
example, the battery in the hybrid battery-engine system may fail and it would be desirable to be able to
operate the drone aircraft without reliance on battery power. For certain applications, the use of the battery is
undesirable due to its added complexity, weight, and cost. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
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Various embodiments of the invention are disclosed in the following detailed description and the
accompanying drawings. 

FIG. 1A is a diagram illustrating an embodiment of components of a multirotor aircraft system. 

FIG. 1B is a diagram illustrating an embodiment of flight controller 104 of FIG. 1A. 

FIG. 2 is a flowchart illustrating an embodiment of a process for modifying an electronic speed control signal
to match a generator output. 

FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating functional blocks for controlling a generator throttle in conjunction with
ESC throttles. 

FIG. 4 is a graph illustrating an example of delaying and limiting a rate of change of an electronic speed
control throttle setting. 

FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating an embodiment of a process for adjusting a throttle of a component of a
generator based on feedback. 

FIG. 6 is a block diagram illustrating functional blocks for adjusting a throttle of a component of a generator
based on feedback. 

FIG. 7 is graph illustrating an example of adjusting generator throttle to increase generator throttle headroom.

FIG. 8 is a flowchart illustrating an embodiment of a process for performing power constant attitude
adjustment. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

The invention can be implemented in numerous ways, including as a process; an apparatus; a system; a
composition of matter; a computer program product embodied on a computer readable storage medium;
and/or a processor, such as a processor configured to execute instructions stored on and/or provided by a
memory coupled to the processor. In this specification, these implementations, or any other form that the
invention may take, may be referred to as techniques. In general, the order of the steps of disclosed processes
may be altered within the scope of the invention. Unless stated otherwise, a component such as a processor or
a memory described as being configured to perform a task may be implemented as a general component that
is temporarily configured to perform the task at a given time or a specific component that is manufactured to
perform the task. As used herein, the term `processor` refers to one or more devices, circuits, and/or
processing cores configured to process data, such as computer program instructions. 

A detailed description of one or more embodiments of the invention is provided below along with
accompanying figures that illustrate the principles of the invention. The invention is described in connection
with such embodiments, but the invention is not limited to any embodiment. The scope of the invention is
limited only by the claims and the invention encompasses numerous alternatives, modifications and
equivalents. Numerous specific details are set forth in the following description in order to provide a
thorough understanding of the invention. These details are provided for the purpose of example and the
invention may be practiced according to the claims without some or all of these specific details. For the
purpose of clarity, technical material that is known in the technical fields related to the invention has not been
described in detail so that the invention is not unnecessarily obscured. 

Electric multirotor aircrafts include two or more propellers, with each propeller powered by an electric motor.
A flight controller is typically an onboard computer that controls the flight dynamics of the aircraft by
controlling the amount of electric power supplied to each electric motor. A well-known deficiency of battery
powered multirotor aircrafts is their short flight time. A significant increase in electric multirotor flight time is
possible if a series-hybrid power source, consisting of an electric generator (e.g., driven by a prime mover
(genset)), is used to power the aircraft. An example of a prime mover is an internal combustion engine or a
turbine engine. A series-hybrid multirotor is capable of much longer flight times because chemical fuels (e.g.,
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gasoline, diesel, hydrogen, natural gas, etc.) have much higher energy density than current battery
technologies. 

The onboard engine of the aircraft requires a controller for the engine throttle, which regulates the torque and
revolutions per minute (RPM) of the prime mover. The function of the controller is to set the throttle such
that the engine operates at a desired RPM under varying load conditions. The throttle control has to respond
to sudden changes in load power demand. Throttle controllers (e.g., governors) in current portable gensets
may employ feedback to keep the engine RPM at a setpoint value. When an increase in power demand causes
a decrease in engine RPM, the governor responds by increasing the throttle to bring the RPM back to the
setpoint value. A shortcoming of feedback governors is that they can only respond to a disturbance after it
has affected the system. Prime movers such as internal combustion engines and gas turbines that are used in
gensets exhibit a considerable time delay (e.g., throttle lag) between changes in throttle and changes in power
output. Throttle lag is mainly due to the time required to change the pressure in the intake manifold. As a
result of throttle lag and the reliance on feedback, portable gensets can have settling times of several seconds
or longer in response to a sudden change in power demand. The genset may even become stalled if either too
much power is demanded by the load or power is demanded by the load too quickly. 

Dynamic power is necessary to maintain stability of the aircraft. Because prior flight controllers have been
designed for use with batteries, which can supply power on demand without an external control (e.g., throttle)
and instantaneously, prior flight controllers do not regulate how quickly power demands change. In the event
of battery failure in the typical series-hybrid multirotor aircraft, the aircraft is likely to crash because the
battery is not available to provide power regulation. In some embodiments, the problem of slow genset
response can be mitigated by integrating the control of the genset throttle (regulating power production) with
the flight controller (regulating power demand). Power demand can be matched to power production if the
controller has authority over both. 

An improved flight controller is disclosed. For example, a flight controller of an aircraft vehicle regulates
power generation and power utilization to eliminate reliance on battery power when using a generator with a
throttle delay. The flight controller includes an electronic speed control (ESC) throttle input from which an
anticipated electrical power demand is determined. For example, based on control inputs from a user and
detected sensor data, the throttle settings to be applied to electric motors to achieve desired propeller speeds
are determined and the associated anticipated power demand is determined. Examples of the anticipated
electrical power demand include predicted electrical power demand, estimated electrical power demand and
any other calculated electrical power demand. In various embodiments, the anticipated electrical power
demand is at least in part determined by the flight controller and/or another processor included on the aircraft
vehicle. The controller determines a throttle input (e.g., engine throttle input) for a generator in order to
satisfy the anticipated electrical demand. For example, engine throttle required to produce the anticipated
electrical demand is determined and applied. The flight controller includes an electronic speed control throttle
output providing a delayed electronic speed control throttle signal. For example, rather than allowing the
electrical motor throttle to instantaneously change, the electrical motor throttle is allowed to change in a
manner that matches the power output delay of the generator. By delaying the change in electronic speed
control throttle, the increase in power demand from the change in the electronic speed control throttle can be
matched to the delay in power increase provided by the generator in response to the generator throttle input. 

FIG. 1A is a diagram illustrating an embodiment of components of a multirotor aircraft system. This is
merely an example and components of the multirotor aircraft system have been shown. The shown signal
paths are merely examples and other signal paths may exist in various embodiments. Any number of any of
the components shown in FIG. 1A may exist in various embodiments. Any of the components shown in FIG.
1A may be integrated in the same physical component. In some embodiments, a component shown in FIG.
1A represents multiple physical components. 

Generator 102 includes an engine, an alternator, and a rectifier. The generator produces electrical energy that
can be utilized to power one or more motors. The engine of the generator may be a prime mover such as an
internal combustion engine or a turbine engine that utilizes chemical fuels (e.g., gasoline, diesel, hydrogen,
natural gas, etc.). The alternator converts mechanical energy provided by the engine to alternating current and
the rectifier (or any other AC/DC converter) converts this alternating current to direct current. In various
other embodiments, other types of generators may be utilized. For example, a hydrogen fuel cell is utilized in
a generator. In another example, a hydrogen internal combustion engine is utilized in a generator. In another
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example, the generator does not include an AC/DC converter and provides AC power output. In yet another
example, the generator may include a capacitor for short term energy storage. 

The electric power provided by generator 102 is used to drive electronic speed control units 106 that control
electric motors 108. Motors 108 are each attached to a propeller that provides thrust to enable an aircraft
vehicle to fly. Four sets of electronic speed control units and motors are shown. In various other
embodiments, any number of electronic speed control units and control electric motors may be utilized. In
some embodiments, a single electronic speed control unit may control a plurality of motors. In the example
shown, speed, attitude (e.g., orientation), altitude, and/or other movement parameters may be controlled by
individually varying the amount of throttle provided to each electronic speed control unit that controls the
speed of a connected motor. There may be drastic shifts in the amount of power required by motors 108 as an
aircraft performs flight maneuvers and compensates for environmental factors such as wind. 

The amount of power provided by generator 102 is regulated by a throttle input (e.g., engine throttle input) to
a component of generator 102. However, any change in power output from generator 102 in response to a
change in throttle input is delayed. For example, due to the time required to change the pressure in the intake
manifold of an internal combustion engine, power output change is delayed. In some embodiments, battery
110 is utilized to smooth out and handle almost instantaneous power demands. Battery 110 may be charged
by power provided by generator 102. In some embodiments, battery 110 is to be utilized as a backup power
source in the event generator 102 becomes unavailable. For example, power from generator 102 is typically
delivered to ESC units 106 without the use of battery 110 but in the event generator 102 becomes
unavailable, power stored in battery 110 is provided to enable the aircraft to navigate and land safely. In some
embodiments, battery 110 is not included and not utilized. In some embodiments, rather than or in addition to
utilizing battery 110, one or more capacitors are utilized to smooth out and handle power demands. 

Flight controller 104 provides throttle signals to each of ESC units 106 to control the delivered power and
speed of respective connected motors 108. These ESC throttle signals are generated to maintain vehicle
stability as well as execute a desired flight path. Flight controller 104 receives inputs from a user pilot
controller (e.g., controller commands) and sensors that detect the state of the vehicle (e.g., accelerometers,
gyroscopes, Global Positioning System sensors, etc.) and determines the ESC throttle control signals based
on these inputs to achieve a desired vehicle state. One or more sensors may be integrated into flight controller
104 and one or more sensors may be external to flight controller 104. In addition to controlling the electric
motors of the vehicle, flight controller 104 also provides a throttle signal to a component of generator 102 to
dynamically control the power output of generator 102. By having control of both the generator and motors
that are consuming the power of the generator (e.g., load of generator), power production and power
consumption can be controlled to be matched such that a battery power source is not required. 

In some embodiments, flight controller 104 anticipates new power requirements to execute pilot commands
and instructs generator 102 to provide the anticipated power. However, the ESC throttle signals that trigger
consumption of the anticipated power are delayed until generator 102 is able to actually provide the
anticipated power. By not allowing power demand from motors to exceed the power provided by generator
102, other sources of power that bridge the throttle delay (e.g., battery power) are not required. Flight
controller 104 also monitors the system to compensate for any deviations from a desired state. For example,
the RPM of an engine of generator 102 is monitored to ensure it is operating at a desired RPM (e.g., within a
desired RPM range) and the throttle provided to generator 102 is adjusted to correct any deviations. In
another example, the current and/or voltage provided by one or more components of generator 102 is
detected and compared with a desired output current and/or voltage and the throttle provided to generator 102
is adjusted to correct any deviations. In some embodiments, the current provided to each of ESC units 106
and the speed/RPM of each of motors 108 are monitored to determine current power demand and/or to detect
and correct any deviations from a desired state. 

FIG. 1B is a diagram illustrating an embodiment of flight controller 104 of FIG. 1A. The example of flight
controller 104 shown in FIG. 1B shows its various inputs and outputs. 

FIG. 2 is a flowchart illustrating an embodiment of a process for modifying an electronic speed control signal
to match a generator output. The process of FIG. 2 may be at least in part implemented on flight controller
104 of FIGS. 1A and 1B. FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating functional blocks for controlling a generator
throttle in conjunction with ESC throttles. The functional blocks of FIG. 3 may be at least in part
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implemented on flight controller 104 of FIGS. 1A and 1B. In some embodiments, the functional blocks of
FIG. 3 illustrate the process of FIG. 2. 

At 202 of FIG. 2, inputs for a desired vehicle control are received. For example, the inputs to be utilized to
determine movement control of an aircraft or other type of vehicle are received. In some embodiments, the
inputs include pilot commands from a pilot or other user. For example, wireless signal indicating an input
from a handheld stick controller is received. In some embodiments, the inputs include autopilot commands
(e.g., to navigate to a waypoint). In some embodiments, the inputs include flight computer (e.g., PID
controller) commands to maintain vehicle stability. In some embodiments, the inputs include sensor data
indicating a state of a vehicle or an environment of the vehicle. For example, sensor data including
accelerometer, gyroscope, and/or Global Positioning data is received. In some embodiments, the inputs
include flight restriction data. For example, restrictions on flight location or altitude based on structural or
governmental regulations are received. In some embodiments, using the inputs, one or more ESC throttle
levels required to achieve the desired control are determined. 

At 204 of FIG. 2, a new electronic speed control throttle setting to achieve the desired vehicle control is
determined based on the received inputs. For example, the ESC throttle setting includes each individual
setting for each different ESC unit to achieve the desired vehicle control. This may be determined using a
flight control subsystem that utilizes the received inputs to determine a set point setting for each electronic
speed control throttle. In the example of FIG. 3, autopilot block 301 represents the determination and output
of the new electronic speed control throttle setting. 

In some embodiments, the determined new electronic speed control throttle setting is limited by an
intermediate limit that is less than a maximum electronic speed control throttle setting. For example, the
determined electronic speed control throttle setting is limited from being larger than 90% of the absolute
maximum electronic speed control throttle setting. By reserving headroom for electronic speed control
throttle, extra electronic speed control capability is reserved for critical uses such as maintaining flight
stability or performing emergency maneuvers that may require extra power. 

At 206 of FIG. 2, an anticipated power requirement to achieve the electronic speed control throttle setting is
estimated. For example, using a power prediction model for a particular vehicle/motors to be controlled, the
anticipated power requirement needed to achieve the new electronic speed control throttle setting is
determined. In some embodiments, estimating the anticipated power requirement includes determining a
power requirement difference between a current power output and the new anticipated power requirement. In
some embodiments, the power requirement difference is calculated based on sensor data characterizing a state
of the vehicle to be controlled. For example, current ESC throttle settings, current total power consumption,
the current and RPM of each of the electric motors, and/or other available sensor data is utilized to calculate
the power requirement difference. In the example of FIG. 3, power prediction model block 302 represents the
determination and output of the anticipated power requirement using sensor data 303. 

At 208 of FIG. 2, a new generator throttle setting required to provide the anticipated power requirement is
determined. In some embodiments, determining the new generator throttle setting includes determining a
change in generator throttle setting required to generate the anticipated power requirement. In various
embodiments, information on current settings, performance of one or more components of the generator,
and/or sensor data (e.g., environmental data, fuel system sensor data, etc.) is utilized in determining the new
generator throttle setting. For example, using an engine model (e.g., specific to an engine of the generator)
that maps generator power output to generator throttle setting given various condition inputs, the generator
throttle that matches the estimated power requirement is identified. The condition inputs to the engine model
may include current engine RPM and fuel system measurements (e.g., atmospheric temperature, atmospheric
pressure, humidity, mass air flow, etc.) of an engine. In some embodiments, determining the new generator
throttle setting includes determining a generator performance parameter (e.g., engine RPM, output voltage,
output current, etc.) that corresponds to the estimated power requirement. In the example of FIG. 3, engine
model block 304 represents using current engine data 305 to determine and output the determined generator
throttle setting. 

In some cases, required changes in power consumption by the electric motors to maintain flight stability may
happen much faster than how fast power output of a generator can change. In some embodiments, the new
generator throttle setting has been selected to be greater than the minimum generator throttle setting required
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to provide the estimated power requirement to allow for reserve power. For example, by increasing an engine
throttle of a generator beyond the power requirements, the engine RPM is increased and energy is effectively
stored in the engine as inertial energy. 

In some embodiments, the new generator throttle setting is limited by an intermediate limit that is less than a
maximum generator setting. For example, the new generator throttle setting is limited from being larger than
90% of the maximum generator throttle setting. By reserving headroom for generator throttle, extra generator
capability is reserved for critical uses such as maintaining flight stability or performing emergency maneuvers
that may require extra power. 

At 210 of FIG. 2, throttle of a generator is adjusted to the new determined generator throttle setting. For
example, a genset throttle controller is instructed to implement the determined generator throttle setting. In
some embodiments, the throttle of the generator is adjusted based on feedback to correct any deviations. For
example, using feedback signals, the throttle of the generator is modified to correct any deviation in power
output performance of the generator. In the example of FIG. 3, the determined generator throttle setting of
block 304 is provided to genset throttle controller 306 to control the throttle of a generator. 

At 212 of FIG. 2, the determined new electronic speed control throttle setting is modified, if applicable, based
on power generation characteristics of the generator and provided to one or more electronic speed control
units. For example, in a control signal to be provided to an ESC unit, the new electronic speed control throttle
setting for the ESC unit is delayed by an amount corresponding to an engine throttle lag. 

In some embodiments, it is determined whether the anticipated power requirement is small enough to
implement the determined electronic speed control throttle setting without modification. For example, if the
anticipated power requirement is less than a current power output of the generator, the electronic speed
control throttle setting is not delayed/modified since the anticipated power requirement is less than the current
power output of the generator. In another example, if the anticipated power requirement is less than a
threshold, the electronic speed control throttle setting is not delayed/modified because the generator is able to
handle the anticipated power requirement from its reserved energy (e.g., reserved inertial energy of engine)
and/or handle the anticipated power requirement without causing a failure (e.g., estimated power requirement
small enough to not cause an engine stall). 

In some embodiments, modifying the new electronic speed control throttle setting includes delaying an
increase to the electronic speed control throttle in one or more control signals provided to one or more
electronic speed control units. The amount of delay may be dynamically determined based on one or more
properties of one or more components of the generator and/or sensor data. In some embodiments, the delay
value corresponds to a throttle lag of the generator calculated using an engine model. For example, using an
engine model specific to an engine of the generator, the delay value is calculated based on the anticipated
power requirement given various generator status inputs (e.g., current engine RPM, fuel system
measurements, etc.). In some embodiments, delaying the new electronic speed control throttle setting
includes delaying the new electronic speed control throttle setting by the determined delay in response to an
adjustment of the generator throttle. For example, detection of the generator throttle adjustment triggers the
delay by the determined delay value starting from when the generator throttle was adjusted. 

In some embodiments, modifying the new electronic speed control throttle setting includes modifying a rate
of change to the electronic speed control throttle. For example, rather than an abrupt step-wise change to the
electronic speed control throttle from a previous electronic speed control throttle setting, the transition is
performed more smoothly/gradually. For example, the rate of change of the electronic speed control throttle
is limited by a maximum rate of change limit. This rate of change limit may be fixed or dynamically
determined based on one or more properties of the generator and/or sensor data??. In some embodiments, the
rate of change limit is only applied to increases to electronic speed control throttle and not decreases to
electronic speed control throttle. 

In some embodiments, the rate of change of the electronic speed control throttle is adjusted in real-time based
on feedback such as deviations of engine RPM for its current ideal value. In some embodiments, the
magnitude of the correction to the rate of change of the ESC throttle is a function of the engine speed error.
For example, during an increase in power, the magnitude of the rate of change increases with increasing
engine speed, and during a decrease in power, the magnitude of the rate of change increases with decreasing
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engine speed. 

In some cases, by limiting the rate of change, the increase in power demand is better matched to the rate at
which power provided by the generator can increase. For example, when additional power is requested to the
generator via a higher generator throttle setting, the increase in output power is both delayed and change rate
limited. By also limiting the rate of change in the increase of the electronic speed control throttle, the delay in
the start of the increase does not have to extend until the output power of the generator has completed its
transition, but rather the increase of the electronic speed control throttle can begin as soon as the output
power of the generator begins to increase at a rate limit proportional to the rate of increase of the generator
power output. 

In the example of FIG. 3, ESC throttle control block 307 represents the modification and output of the new
ESC throttle setting triggered by genset throttle controller 306. The modified ESC throttle setting is provided
to ESCs 308. 

FIG. 4 is a graph illustrating an example of delaying and limiting a rate of change of an electronic speed
control throttle setting. Graph 402 shows generator throttle (e.g., engine throttle) being increased at time "t."
For example, at time "t," the throttle of a generator is adjusted to the determined new generator throttle
setting in 210 of FIG. 2. 

Graph 404 shows the power output of the generator in response to the throttle increase shown in graph 402.
Although generator throttle was increased at time "t," there is a lag in time (throttle lag) from time "t" to
when the power output of the generator actually starts to increase in response to the throttle increase. The rate
of increase in power after the lag is also not instantaneous. The power is increased at a limited rate until the
stable power output corresponding to the throttle is reached. 

Graph 406 shows a control signal of the electronic speed control throttle setting that has been modified due to
the delayed power output response of the generator. For example, the modification performed in 212 of FIG.
2 is shown. The dashed line of graph 406 shows the new desired electronic speed control throttle setting
instantaneously requesting the new electronic speed control throttle setting at time "t" to coincide with the
request for the increase in generator throttle shown in graph 402. However, as shown in graph 404, new
additional power is not available until after the throttle lag. By requesting power before it is available, the
engine of a generator may stall. In order to match the power request of the new electronic speed control
throttle setting to the change in the power output of the generator, the new electronic speed control throttle
setting is delayed and the rate of change limited as shown in graph 406. This delay and limit in rate of change
corresponds to the expected throttle lag and limit in power output change of the generator as exhibited by
graph 404. The delay and limit in rate of change may vary based on operating conditions of one or more
components of the generator. 

FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating an embodiment of a process for adjusting a throttle of a component of a
generator based on feedback. The process of FIG. 5 may be at least in part implemented on flight controller
104 of FIGS. 1A and 1B. In some embodiments, the process of FIG. 5 is at least in part included in 210 of
FIG. 2. FIG. 6 is a block diagram illustrating functional blocks for adjusting a throttle of a component of a
generator based on feedback. The functional blocks of FIG. 6 may be at least in part implemented on flight
controller 104 of FIGS. 1A and 1B. In some embodiments, the functional blocks of FIG. 6 illustrate the
process of FIG. 5. 

At 502 of FIG. 5, the generator throttle setting required to produce an anticipated power requirement is
determined and applied. For example, the anticipated power requirement is determined in 206 of FIG. 2, the
required generator throttle setting is determined in 208 of FIG. 2, and the required generator throttle setting is
implemented in 210 of FIG. 2. In some embodiments, in the process of determining the required generator
throttle setting, one or more generator performance parameters (e.g., engine RPM, output voltage of
generator, output current of generator, etc.) that correspond to the target production of power requirement are
determined. In the example of FIG. 6, feed-forward engine throttle control module 601 determines and
provides the required generator throttle setting that is provided to genset component 606 of a generator.
Module 601 also determines the one or more generator performance parameters shown in the example as
reference target voltage or RPM 603. 
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At 504 of FIG. 5, one or more generator performance indicators are measured. Examples of the generator
performance indicators include engine RPM, output voltage, output current, and other electrical or
mechanical properties of one or more components of a generator. In the example of FIG. 6, voltage or RPM
sensor 605 measures generator performance parameters such as output voltage or engine RPM. 

At 506 of FIG. 5, differences between the measured generator performance indicators and corresponding
reference ideal values are determined. For example, it is determined whether the detected generator
performance deviates from an expected generator performance corresponding to the reference values. 

At 508 of FIG. 5, the generator throttle setting is adjusted based on the determined differences. For example,
in order to reduce deviations of the measured generator performance indicators from corresponding reference
values, the generator throttle setting is adjusted. The amount of adjustment may be determined based at least
in part on the magnitude of the determined differences. For example, using an engine model that maps
performance indicator difference values to generator throttle setting adjustment values, the generator throttle
adjustment magnitude value that matches determined differences is identified. The engine model may also
take into account current engine RPM and fuel system measurements (e.g., atmospheric temperature,
atmospheric pressure, humidity, mass air flow, etc.). In the example shown in FIG. 6, detected sensor data of
sensor 605 and the reference target voltage or RPM 603 are provided as inputs to feedback controller 604 to
adjust the genset throttle provided to genset 606. An example of feedback controller 604 includes a
proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller. 

The process of FIG. 5 returns to 504 where feedback is utilized to continually correct any generator
performance deviations. 

FIG. 7 is graph illustrating an example of adjusting generator throttle to increase generator throttle headroom.
In some embodiments, it is desirable to operate the generator throttle at a value such that there is sufficient
space to increase throttle in order to be able to meet sudden increases in load power demand (e.g., maintain
headroom). In some embodiments, to meet increased power demand, increasing engine torque of a motor of
the generator is preferable to increasing engine RPM because the former gives faster power response. 

FIG. 7 shows a graph 702 illustrating a power-RPM graph at various throttle levels. As shown in graph 702,
the same power can be maintained by either operating at point 1 or point 2 on graph 702. Although the power
is the same, the throttles are different. By operating at point 2 rather than at point 1, throttle can be reduced
from 75% to 50% and throttle headroom is gained at the cost of higher engine RPM. Because a flight
controller such as controller 104 of FIG. 1A has control over both generator throttle and engine load (e.g.,
ESC throttle), it is possible for the flight controller to choose the operating point of the engine of the
generator. By being at a lower throttle, when an increase in output power is requested, the flight controller
can simply increase the engine throttle and the output power is increased at constant RPM, providing the
fastest response. Immediately after, the flight controller can re-adjust the engine operating point to a higher
RPM and lower engine throttle, so as to increase generator throttle headroom. 

In the example shown in graph 702, starting from point 3 to point 1, generator throttle is increased (e.g., from
50% to 75%) and ESC throttles are increased such that the engine maintains constant RPM. This transition
provides the fastest increase in power output (e.g., increasing engine torque at constant RPM). Then moving
from point 1 to point 2, throttle headroom is regained by increasing engine RPM and lowering generator
throttle (e.g., from 75% to 50%) at constant output power. This is accomplished by a controlled decrease of
ESC throttles to reduce the torque on the engine, increase the engine RPM and DC link voltage, and decrease
the generator throttle such that the power supplied to the electric motors equals the required amount of power
while RPM is increased. Similarly, engine RPM can be decreased as the vehicle burns fuel and becomes
lighter, in order to decrease wear or fuel consumption that might be associated with operating at higher
engine RPM, provided that sufficient throttle headroom is available. The ability to vary engine RPM may be
utilized to optimize fuel efficiency and reduce wear, while maintaining sufficient power response for normal
flight. 

FIG. 8 is a flowchart illustrating an embodiment of a process for performing power constant attitude
adjustment. The process of FIG. 8 may be at least in part implemented on flight controller 104 of FIGS. 1A
and 1B. In some embodiments, the process of FIG. 8 is at least in part included in 204 and/or 208 of FIG. 2. 
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At 802 it is detected that additional power required to perform attitude adjustment is not available.
Performing attitude adjustment may include stabilizing an aircraft. For example, attitude adjustment (e.g.,
aircraft orientation adjustment) can be contrasted with altitude adjustment (e.g., flight height adjustment). As
previously described, required changes in power consumption by the electric motors to maintain flight
stability may need to happen much faster than how fast power output of a generator can be changed.
However, when factors such as wind destabilize an aircraft, the aircraft needs to make a quick attitude
adjustment to compensate for the destabilization. For example, the generator throttle may have reached a
maximum value and additional power is not available from the generator to perform required attitude
adjustment. In another example, quick attitude adjustment is required to maintain flight stability of an aircraft
and the generator will not be able to provide additional power fast enough within the time required to perform
the attitude adjustment. 

At 804, power constant attitude adjustment is performed. While the total power consumption cannot easily
change due to limitation of the generator, the power of each individual electric motor can be varied quickly as
long as the total amount of power of all of the motors does not exceed the available power. For example,
rather than requiring an increase in power consumption to perform the attitude adjustment, the overall power
requirement is kept constant or even reduced while still performing the attitude adjustment. In some
embodiments, although the amount of power supplied to each ESC unit is varied to perform the necessary
attitude adjustment to stabilize the aircraft, the total electric power is kept equal to the power available from
the generator. For example, the total amount of power that is kept constant is budgeted between altitude
control and attitude control and the amount of power available for altitude control is reduced (e.g., resulting
in lowering of the aircraft) while the amount of power available for attitude control is increased. This may
result in loss of altitude of the aircraft but the loss in altitude may be regained once additional power is
available (e.g., via delay in increase power output from the generator in response to generator throttle
increase) or the aircraft has been stabilized (e.g., redistribute additional power budget back to altitude control
once aircraft is stabilized). In some embodiments, performing power constant attitude adjustment may
effectively result in decreased constant ESC throttle to every ESC to make power available to attitude control.

Although examples and embodiments have been discussed with respect to aircraft vehicles and flight
controllers, other types of vehicles (e.g., terrain vehicle, airplane vehicle, watercraft vehicle, hover vehicle,
vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL) vehicle, etc.) and controllers may utilize the improvements described
herein to manage consumption and generation of power from a source that exhibits a delayed power output
response in response to a throttle change. 

Although the foregoing embodiments have been described in some detail for purposes of clarity of
understanding, the invention is not limited to the details provided. There are many alternative ways of
implementing the invention. The disclosed embodiments are illustrative and not restrictive. 

* * * * *
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